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The links between coherent structures in the shear layer of an isothermal Mach 2 jet and steepened Mach waves just
outside the jet are investigated using large-eddy simulation. Conditional averages triggered by the detection of highintensity pressure peaks on a conical surface near the jet flow are computed. Averages obtained for peaks of different
intensities are presented to identify the factors favoring the steepened aspect of the waves, which are not likely due to
nonlinear propagation effects given the surface radial position. The Mach waves just outside the jet are shown to be
correlated with coherent structures in the supersonic side of the mixing layers. Their steepened aspect is found to
increase with their intensity. The variations of the wave properties with the convection speed, strength, and
geometrical shape of the mixing layer structures are then discussed. These properties do not depend much on the
convection speed but are closely related to the two other parameters. The wave intensity and steepened aspect increase
because the shear-layer structures are stronger, but also because they are more inclined relative to the jet direction. In
the latter case, the asymmetric shape of the structure appears to promote the formation of positively skewed Mach
waves.
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IGH-SPEED supersonic jets such as those exiting from the jet
engines powering modern military aircrafts produce a distinctive, particularly unpleasant sound known as crackle [1], which
has been related to the presence of steep, jagged shock structures
in their acoustic fields. These steepened waves primarily occur in the
downstream direction, where acoustic levels are strongest, and have
been reported near jets issued from model-scale nozzles [2–5] as
well as full-scale engines [1,6,7]. Several nonlinear mechanisms are
involved in the formation of these waves. Notably, nonlinear propagation effects due to high-pressure levels in the acoustic field
can cause a gradual steepening of the waves as they propagate away
from the flow, leading to the formation of shocks as observed, for
instance, by Gee et al. [7] for full-scale jet engines. Another consequence of nonlinear propagation effects is the coalescence of neighboring waves, which leads to fewer and stronger shocks as the
propagation distance increases [8,9]. As argued by Lighthill [10],
this mechanism promotes the formation of extreme, intermittent,
steepened waves such as those responsible for the perception of
crackle. For a given broadband signal, the propagation distance
required for shock formation can be estimated based on the initial
wave amplitude and peak frequency [11]. Based on the model of
Baars et al. [12] for spherically spreading waves, this distance ranges
from just a few diameters for full-scale jet engines to several hundred
for laboratory-scale tests, which is beyond the typical propagation
distances considered in anechoic chambers. Moreover, for smallscale nozzles, the peak frequencies are higher than for full-scale
nozzle so that the effects of molecular absorption, which counteract
shock formation, are stronger. It is thus likely that nonlinear propagation effects are not the only mechanism at play in the formation of
crackle. This has led some authors to argue that shock formation also
occurs at the source, inside the turbulent flow, which has been
confirmed by optical visualizations [5,13,14], as well as numerical
simulations [15–17] of jets and mixing layers showing the presence
of shocklets embedded inside the turbulent flow and propagating in
the far field.
Despite several years of research, this source steepening mechanism is still not fully understood. For highly supersonic jets, the
dominant noise component in the downstream direction, where
crackle perception is most intense, consists of Mach waves generated
by coherent structures [18,19]. These structures are convected at a
supersonic speed uc inside the jet flow and lead to a peak of noise
emission for an angle α given by
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with respect to the jet direction, where a∞ is the speed of sound in the
ambient medium. Since coherent structures act upon the ambient
medium as wavy walls or bluff bodies, the formation of shocks is not
surprising as soon as the convection velocity exceeds the speed of
sound. However, in most models of Mach wave radiation, coherent
structures and their associated pressure fields are modeled as linear
instability waves [20–23]. These models correctly predict several
important features of Mach wave radiation, such as the direction of
maximum noise level or the shape of the spectra near the peak
frequency, but fail to take into account the possible presence of
shocks, due to their linear nature. Therefore, further investigations
are required in order to characterize the formation mechanism of
steepened Mach waves, and to highlight what particular aspects of the
source (that is, the coherent structures) cause the wave fronts to
steepen near the jet. This is particularly important since previous
studies have shown that modifying these structures using noise
reduction devices such as chevrons [24], microjets [25], or nozzle
inserts [26] could reduce the crackling behavior of supersonic jets.
Recently, by combining simulations of temporally developing
plane mixing layers and a parametric analysis of supersonic flows
over wavy surfaces, Buchta and Freund [16,27] related the skewness
of the near-pressure field, and hence its nonlinearity, to the convection speed and the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations. Similar
results were obtained by the authors of the present paper using
numerical simulations of temporally developing axisymmetric mixing layers [28–30]. In the latter studies, the coherent structures
generating the steepened waves were extracted by averaging a large
number of flow events correlated with intense pressure peaks near the
jet flow. The shape and convection speed of the structures were both
found to influence the intensity and the nonlinearity of the waves they
generate. It is noteworthy that the results obtained in the aforementioned studies are based on the analysis of temporally developing
model flows. These models are useful for performing parametric
studies revealing the noise generation mechanisms at play. However,
since they remain parallel as they grow, they differ from the spatially
developing jets considered in experiments that spread with increasing
distance from the nozzle. For that reason, coherent structures in
spatially developing jets are expected to have different geometrical
properties [31] and convection speeds [32] than those in temporally
developing ones so that it is legitimate to wonder how this would
affect the steepened Mach waves they generate.
In the present study, a conditional-averaging procedure very similar to the one described in Refs. [28–30,33] for temporally developing jets is applied to a numerical simulation of an isothermal Mach 2
jet in order to investigate the role of large-scale coherent structures in
the steepening of Mach waves immediately inside the turbulent flow.
The conditional-averaging procedure is based on the detection and
synchronization of extreme pressure peaks on a conical surface
spreading with the jet. This surface is located as close as possible
to the jet shear layer to minimize the wave steepening due to nonlinear
propagation effects. By sorting the detected peaks according to their
peak intensity, the structures generating the strongest waves can be
compared with those that produce the weakest ones in order to
identify which of their properties favor the steepening of Mach
waves. More particularly, based on previous investigations [26–
28,34], the roles of the structure convection speeds, strengths, and
geometrical shapes will be explored. Unlike the temporally developing flows considered in Refs. [28–30], the present jet exhausts from a
nozzle and spreads with the axial coordinate so that the structure
tendency to generate steepened Mach waves is expected to evolve
with the distance from the nozzle. For that reason, the conditionalaveraging procedure will be performed for different axial positions
spanning the entire axial extent of the shear layer.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the simulation parameters
and computational methods are introduced in Sec. II. Then, the
conditional-averaging procedure is presented and applied to the
numerical database in Sec. III. Finally, concluding remarks are given
in Sec. IV.

II.

Simulation parameters

A. Jet Parameters

The jet considered in the present study is isothermal and exhausts
from a round straight-pipe nozzle at a static pressure pj matching the
ambient pressure of p∞  105 Pa. It has an exit Mach number Mj 
p
uj ∕ γrs T j of two, where uj is the exit velocity, T j is the exit static
temperature equal to the ambient temperature T ∞  293 K,
γ  cp ∕cv  1.4 is the ratio of specific heat, and rs is the specific
ideal gas constant. The total temperature of the jet is equal to T s 
1.8T ∞ and the diameter-based Reynolds number is equal to
ReD  uj D∕νj  5 × 104 , where D  2r0 is the jet diameter and
νj is the kinematic viscosity at the nozzle exit, computed from the
Sutherland’s law. Inside the nozzle, a Blasius-like velocity profile
This
with a thickness of 0.076r0 is prescribed.p
value yields a shearlayer momentum thickness of δθ ∕r0  2∕ ReD  8.9 × 10−3 at the
nozzle exit, following an empirical law proposed by Zaman [35] for
initially laminar jets. To favor the transition of the shear layers from a
laminar to a turbulent state, weak random vortical disturbances are
added inside the boundary layer. They are Gaussian vortex rings of
random phases and amplitudes, as in previous studies of subsonic
[36] and supersonic [37,38] jets. Their amplitude is tuned in order to
yield maximum turbulence intensities of 3% at the nozzle exit so that
the shear layers are initially in a weakly disturbed state.
B. Numerical Methodology

The computation is a well-resolved large-eddy simulation carried
out by solving the filtered compressible Navier–Stokes equations in
cylindrical coordinates r; θ; z using high-order, low-dissipation,
and low-dispersion finite difference schemes. The spatial derivatives
are evaluated using centered 11-point fourth-order finite differences
[39], and time integration is performed using a second-order six-stage
Runge–Kutta algorithm. At the end of each time step, grid-to-grid
oscillations are removed by the application of a sixth-order selective
filter. This filter also serves as an implicit subgrid-scale model used to
dissipate subgrid-scale energy near the grid cutoff wave number
[40,41]. Since the present flow is supersonic, shocks will be formed
in and near the jet flow, leading to Gibbs oscillations that are damped
using a shock capturing method based on a dilatation-based adaptive
filtering [42]. Near the jet axis, the singularity is treated using the
method of Mohseni and Colonius [43]; and derivatives in the azimuthal direction are computed using fewer points than permitted by the
grid in order to reduce the time-step constraint due to the stability
condition [44]. Finally, nonreflecting boundary conditions [45,46]
are applied at the inflow, outflow, and radial limits of the computational domain.
C. Computational Parameters

The computational domain extends down to 60r0 in the axial
direction, excluding the downstream sponge zone, and out to 18r0
in the radial direction; and it contains a total number of nr × nθ ×
nz  526 × 256 × 2294  309 million points. The axial mesh spacing Δz is constant and equal to 0.025r0 from the nozzle exit at z  0
and down to z  30r0 ; after which, it gradually increases and reaches
Δz  0.05r0 at z  60r0 . The radial mesh spacing Δr is equal to
0.025r0 on the jet axis and reaches a minimum of Δr  0.00625r0 at
r  r0 in order to capture the fine-scale turbulent structures that are
formed near the nozzle. Further away from the jet flow, it increases
and reaches the value of Δr  0.05r0 at r  5r0 ; after which, it
remains constant, yielding a cutoff Strouhal number of five for an
acoustic wave discretized by four points per wavelength. After an
initial transient period, the flow and sound fields are recorded during
a total time of 2000r0 ∕uj . In particular, the data are collected every
Δt  0.1r0 ∕uj on a conical surface spreading with the jet at an angle
of 11 deg. The radial location of this surface, represented in Fig. 1, is
between r  r0 at z  0 and r  7r0 at z  30r0 . It is thus very close
to the turbulent flow in order to study the mechanisms leading to the
steepening of Mach waves inside the jet. In addition, the azimuthal
Fourier coefficient of the pressure and velocity fields are computed
every Δt  0.2r0 ∕uj up to the mode 4 for 0 ≤ z ≤ 60r0 and
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a)

Fig. 1 Positive isosurface of q criterion q  0.65uj ∕r0 2 colored by jet
velocity and pressure fluctuations p 0 ∕p∞ outside the jet. Circles
represent detection positions for conditional averages, and the arrow
indicates the location of peak pressure levels on the cylindrical surface.

0 ≤ r ≤ 15r0 . On the whole, approximately 300,000 time steps were
performed, which consumed 80,000 CPU hours and generated 2 TB
of data.

III.

Results

b)

A. Properties of the Near-Acoustic Field

An instantaneous representation of the jet flow and sound fields
is provided in Fig. 1, where an isosurface of q criterion colored by
the jet velocity is represented inside the jet flow, and the pressure
fluctuations p 0  p − p∞ are represented outside. In the nearpressure field, straight, inclined acoustic waves are present near the
jet and propagate with an angle of approximately 45 deg with respect
to the flow direction. They are Mach waves produced by the supersonic motion of large-scale coherent structures inside the jet flow. At
certain locations, as at r; z  −3r0 ; 7r0 , for instance, the pressure
levels due to these Mach waves are particularly high and the edges of
the wave fronts display steep variations suggesting the presence of
shocks.
The axial variations of the pressure levels on the surface defined in
Sec. II.C are represented in Fig. 2a. The levels are low near the nozzle
for 0 ≤ z ≤ 5r0 due to the fact that the mixing layers of the jet are not
in a fully developed turbulent state close to the nozzle exit. Further
downstream, the pressure levels rapidly increase and reach a peak of
3500 Pa at z ≃ 8r0 ; after which, they gradually decrease with the
axial distance. The skewness factors of the fluctuations of pressure
and of dilatation Θ  ∇ ⋅ u are represented in Figs. 2b and 2c. For
z ≥ 8r0 , the skewness factors significantly deviate from the value of
zero expected for Gaussian signals, indicating that the acoustic waves
measured at these locations present a certain degree of nonlinearity
consistent with the high-pressure levels. The positive skewness of the
pressure implies that the maxima in the signals are stronger than
the minima, whereas the negative skewness of the dilatation reveals
the presence of steep compressions followed by gradual expansions.
Such features are characteristic of the steepened waves observed in
the pressure signals recorded in the near- [4,15] and far- [1,9] acoustic
fields of jets emitting crackle noise.
The power spectrum density of the pressure fluctuations obtained
at the location of peak levels, at z  8r0 , is shown in Fig. 3a. It is
broadband and centered around a peak Strouhal number St 
fD∕uj ≃ 0.6, where f is the frequency. It also has a narrow shape
similar to that of the acoustic spectra in the far fields of supersonic jets
radiating Mach waves [3]. An example of the pressure signals
recorded at the same location is shown in Fig. 3a. In this signal,
two intense peaks, which are higher than three times the standard
deviation, are visible at t  690r0 ∕a∞ . These peaks are preceded by
a fast compression phase and followed by a gradual expansion, and
are thus very similar to the shock-like structures observed in the far
acoustic fields of supersonic jets [3,9]. Although the pressure levels at

c)
Fig. 2 Axial variations of the a) pressure levels, b) pressure skewness,
and c) dilatation skewness on the conical surface.

this location are sufficiently high that the waveforms will steepen as
they propagate due to nonlinear effects, the close proximity of the
conical surface with the turbulent flow indicates that the distinctive,
steepened shape of the waves is due, to a large extent, to the wave
generation process. More particularly, the strong intermittency of the
waves suggests that they are the result of intense intermittent events
occurring inside the jet flow.
B. Conditional-Averaging Procedure

To identify and characterize the generation mechanisms of the
steepened Mach waves close to the jets, a conditional-averaging
procedure is applied. In this approach, extreme pressure peaks are
extracted from the signals recorded on the conical surface and used in
order to synchronize the flow and sound fields. Then, an ensemble
average is performed so that the random, uncorrelated part of the
signal is filtered out, revealing the coherent features of the flow
correlated with the trigger peaks. This approach has been recently
applied by the authors to describe the generation of steepened Mach
waves near temporally developing jets [28–30,33]. Moreover, similar
approaches have also been used to study noise generation mechanisms [47,48] and to identify and classify coherent structures in highspeed jets [49–51].
The pressure peaks are extracted by splitting the signals recorded
at a given position in intervals of constant length τ. For each interval,
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a)

b)
Fig. 3 Representation at z  8r0 and r  2.8r0 of the a) power spectrum density normalized by p∞ and b) time variations of the pressure
fluctuations.

Fig. 4 PDF of the pressure peaks at z  8r0 and r  2.8r0 for interval
length τ of 0.5r0 ∕a∞ (black line), r0 ∕a∞ (blue line), and 2r0 ∕a∞ (red line).

the maximum of the pressure fluctuations is determined over the
entire circumference of the jet and their times ttrig and azimuthal
positions θtrig are stored. The normalized probability density functions (PDFs) of the pressure peaks at ztrig  8r0 and rtrig  2.75r0 , at
the location of peak levels, are shown in Fig. 4 for different values of
the interval length τ ranging from 0.5r0 ∕a∞ to 2r0 ∕a∞ . The distributions are not symmetric about their peak, as expected for the PDF
of the maxima of random variables. When τ is increased, the maximum of the PDF is shifted toward higher values so that the intervals
have stronger peaks. For instance, 28, 50, and 78% of the pressure
peaks are higher than 3prms for T  0.5r0 ∕a∞, r0 ∕a∞ , and 2r0 ∕a∞ ,
respectively. Since one objective of the present study is to compare
the flow structures correlated with moderate and high-intensity pressure peaks, the value τ  r0 ∕a∞ is used in what follows because it
allows us to extract a wide spectrum of peak amplitudes, ranging from
values lower than 2.5prms to values higher than 4prms . Moreover, this
time scale corresponds to a Strouhal number of one, which is close
to the peak of the spectra in Fig. 3a. The detection procedure is

b)
Fig. 5 Time variations of conditional a) pressure and b) dilatation at
ztrig  8r0 and rtrig  2.8r0 for pmax < 2.5prms (black line), 2.5prms ≤
pmax < 3prms (blue line), 3prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms (red line), 3.5prms ≤
pmax < 4prms (magenta line), and pmax ≥ 4prms (gray line).

performed at 10 different trigger positions ztrig evenly distributed
every r0 on the conical surface, ranging from z  6r0 , where the
pressure skewness becomes significant in Fig. 2a, down to the end of
the potential core at z  15r0 .
Before computing the averages, the extracted peaks are distributed
into five groups according to their magnitudes. The first group contains
the peaks whose amplitude pmax is lower than 2.5prms , whereas the
others contain the peaks such that 2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3prms , 3prms ≤
pmax < 3.5prms , 3.5prms ≤ pmax < 4prms , and 4prms ≥ pmax . For
ztrig  8r0 , for instance, at the location of peak pressure levels, these
groups contain 136, 266, 232, 127, and 40 events, respectively. The
conditionally averaged pressure signals at this location are plotted in
Fig. 5a. The signals obtained for the five groups are very similar and
consist of a fast compression phase for t ≤ ttrig followed by a gradual
expansion phase for t > ttrig. Thus, they possess the main features of
the steepened waves associated with crackle. It can also be noted that
the present structures are very similar to the ones extracted by Baars and
Tinney [3], who applied a shock detection algorithm to pressure signals
recorded in the far acoustic field of a cold Mach 3 jet. Since the present
analysis is performed in the very near vicinity of the jet flow, this
suggests that the distinctive, steepened shapes of the structures already
exist at the time when they are generated inside the turbulent flow.
The conditional dilatation signals are represented in Fig. 5a. They
are normalized by their maxima in order to illustrate how the shapes
of the waveforms vary with the magnitude of the trigger pressure
peaks. In these signals, a marked negative spike due to the steep
compression phase is followed by a wide low-amplitude positive
peak related to the expansion phase. The ratio between the minimum
and the maximum dilatations increases with the magnitude of the
pressure peak, in absolute value. This shows that the slope of the
compression phase is more pronounced with respect to that of
the expansion phase when the wave amplitude is higher, suggesting
a stronger nonlinear behavior.
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Fig. 6 Conditional steepening factor as a function of the conditional
pressure peak for 6r0 ≤ ztrig ≤ 15r0 and pmax < 2.5prms (circles),
2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3prms (triangles), 3prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms (bottomfacing triangles), 3.5prms ≤ pmax < 4prms (left-facing triangles), and
pmax ≥ 4prms (right-facing triangles).

A conditional steepening factor (CSF) defined as CSF  −Θmin ∕
Θmax is introduced, where Θmin and Θmax are the minimum and
maximum values of the conditional dilatation. It can be viewed as a
conditional version of the wave-steepening factor introduced by
Gallagher and McLaughlin [8], which was used in Refs. [3,9] to
assess the nonlinearity of the acoustic waves radiated by supersonic
jets. The CSF measures the degree of asymmetry between the compression and expansion phases in a given waveform. While CSF  1
corresponds to the case of a smooth, harmonic wave, values higher
than one indicate steepened waves. The conditional steepening factor
computed on the conical surface for 6r0 ≤ ztrig ≤ 15r0, at the locations indicated as black circles in Fig. 1, and for the five sets of
pressure peaks is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of the conditional
pressure peak. It seems to increase linearly so that the highest conditional steepening factors can be associated with the most intense
pressure peaks. It can also be noted that all of the CSF values are
significantly higher than one, indicating that steepened waves are
detected for all of the axial positions considered, which span a large
extent of the developing jet shear layer.
C. Coherent Structures Correlated with the Steepened Waves

The conditional-averaging procedure is now used to describe the
flow events correlated with the steepened Mach waves with the aim to
identify their generation mechanisms. For that, the fields are synchronized with respect to the time ttrig and the azimuthal coordinate θtrig of
the pressure peaks, and then they are averaged. Due to the prohibitive
memory cost of storing thousands of three-dimensional arrays of data,
the flow and sound fields of the jet are reconstructed using their first
five azimuthal Fourier modes before the ensemble-average operation.
This is justified based on the observation in Ref. [28] that using the first
five azimuthal modes is sufficient to recover the main features of the
steepened waves radiated by the shear layers of supersonic jets.
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The conditional fields of vorticity and pressure fluctuations
obtained for ztrig  8r0 are represented in Fig. 7 at six times between
ttrig − 4r0 ∕a∞ and ttrig  6r0 ∕a∞ . In this figure, the conditional
fields are obtained using all pressure peaks so that a total of 801
events are used. The mean vorticity is subtracted in order to remove
the component due to the mean shear. The structure of the jet is also
represented by showing isocontours of the conditional axial velocity
for the values of uz  0.95uj , a∞ , and 0.05uj , which represent the
limit of the potential core, the sonic line, and the outer edge of the jet,
respectively. In the pressure field, the conditional waveform possesses a distinctive wave-packet structure with an inclination angle of
approximately 45 deg with respect to the jet direction. It is attached to
the jet flow at times preceding the trigger ttrig and propagates away for
t > ttrig . Inside the jet, the wave is connected to a large-scale vorticity
excess located beneath the sonic line and surrounded by two small
spots of vorticity deficit. This flow pattern is convected downstream
with the wave and can be interpreted as the footprint of the coherent
structures in the shear layers. More particularly, the vorticity excess is
the trace of large-scale vortices, whereas the vorticity deficits correspond to the stagnation points upstream and downstream of the
vortex. When convected at a supersonic speed, these structures act
upon the ambient medium in a way similar to that of a supersonic
travelling wavy surface, leading to the generation of Mach waves. As
argued by Buchta and Freund [27], the waves generated by such
wavy-wall disturbances can steepen due to nonlinear gas dynamics
effects when the intensity of the perturbation is strong enough or
when their convection speeds are sufficiently high. In the remainder
of the paper, the relationship between the intensity of the trigger
pressure peaks and properties of the coherent structures, including
their convection speed, strength, and geometrical shape, are investigated.
1. Convection Speed

The convection speeds of the coherent structures are estimated
from the conditional-averaged fields by tracking the location of peak
vorticity as a function of time and by performing a linear regression.
This estimation is carried out separately for the five groups of events
in order to identify a possible link between the intensity of the peaks
and the convection velocity of the structures. The convection speeds
for the five groups are represented in Fig. 8 as a function of the trigger
position ztrig . For all groups of events, and for all of the locations
considered, it is between 0.7uj and 0.8uj , which is in good agreement
with the values found in the literature for jets at similar exhaust
conditions [19]. It is also significantly higher than the ambient sound
speed, and it is consistent with the propagation angle of 45 deg,
according to Eq. (1). The convection speed estimated from the conditional averages triggered by the most intense pressure peaks does not
appreciably differ from that triggered from the less intense ones.
Thus, there is no clear link between the magnitude of the pressure
peaks and the convection speed of the coherent structures in the
present jet.

Fig. 7 Representation of conditional pressure fluctuations outside the jet and of conditional vorticity norm inside. Scales range within 5000 Pa for
pressure and uj ∕r0 for vorticity. Solid lines indicate contours of conditional axial velocity for values 0.95uj , a∞  0.5uj , and 0.05uj .
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Fig. 8 Axial variations of the convection speed for pmax < 2.5prms
(black line), 2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3prms (blue line), 3prms ≤ pmax <
3.5prms (red line), 3.5prms ≤ pmax < 4prms (magenta line), and pmax ≥
4prms (gray line).

b)
Fig. 10 Maximum conditional a) pressure and b) steepening factor as a
function of the peak conditional vorticity for pmax < 2.5prms (circles),
2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3prms (triangles), 3prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms (bottomfacing triangles), 3.5prms ≤ pmax < 4prms (left-facing triangles), and
pmax ≥ 4prms (right-facing triangles).
Fig. 9 Maximum conditional vorticity for ztrig  8r0 as a function of
t − ts , where ts  ttrig − rtrig ∕a∞ for pmax < 2.5prms (black line),
2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3prms (blue line), 3prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms (red line),
3.5prms ≤ pmax < 4prms (magenta line), and pmax ≥ 4prms (gray line).
2. Strength of the Coherent Structures

The mean strength of the coherent structures correlated with the
steepened waves is characterized, following Zaman and Hussain
[49], by considering the maximum of conditional vorticity. The time
variations of this maximum are plotted in Fig. 9 for the trigger
position ztrig  8r0 for the five groups of events. In all cases, the
maximum vorticity grows and reaches a peak at ts  ttrig − rtrig ∕a∞ ,
and it rapidly decreases afterward as the structure decays and vanishes. Moreover, the vorticity level is higher for stronger trigger
peaks, indicating that the intensity of the waves increases with the
strength of the coherent structures. To confirm this, the maximum
vorticity at t  ts is plotted in Fig. 10a as a function of the pressure
peak for different trigger positions ztrig . represented as black circles in
Fig. 1 for the five groups of events. An approximately linear relationship is obtained, which illustrates that Mach wave radiation is essentially a linear phenomenon. The nonlinear behavior of the waves,
represented by the conditional steepening factor in Fig. 10a, also
increases with the strength of the vortical structures. Therefore, the
strongest large-scale vortices are those that generate the most intense
but also the steepest acoustic waves.
3. Geometrical Shape of the Coherent Structures

Finally, the link between the steepened Mach waves and the
geometrical shape of the coherent structures that generate them is
explored. For that, the conditional fields of vorticity for ztrig  8r0
are represented in Fig. 11 at ts  ttrig − rtrig ∕a∞ for three of the five
groups of events. The first group contains the weakest events such
that pmax < 2.5prms ; the second one contains the events of medium
intensity, for which 2.5prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms ; and the third group
contains the strongest events such that pmax ≥ 4prms . The conditional

Fig. 11 Representation at t  ts of the conditional velocity as a vector
field with the vorticity in color scale for a) pmax < 2.5prms , b) 3prms <
pmax ≤ 3.5prms , and c) pmax ≥ 4prms . The scale for the vorticity ranges
within 2uj ∕r0 .

velocity field is also represented as a vector field in order to visualize
the trace of the coherent structures. The fields in the three cases share
the same general features, namely, a vorticity excess associated with a
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Fig. 12 Profiles of conditional radial velocity fluctuations at t  ts and
r  1.2r0 for pmax < 2.5prms (black line), 3prms ≤ pmax < 3.5prms (blue
line), and pmax ≥ 4prms (red line).

large-scale vortex and followed by a vorticity deficit corresponding to
the stagnation point downstream from the vortex. The shape of the
structures depends on the magnitude of the trigger pressure peak. For
the weakest group of events, in Fig. 11a, the vortex and its stagnation
point are aligned with respect to the flow direction. However, for the
medium-intensity events in Fig. 11b and (to a larger extent) for the
strongest events in Fig. 11c, the center of the vortex is located deeper
inside the jet flow than the stagnation point, so that the flow disturbance is slightly inclined towards the jet axis with respect to the flow
direction. This effect is also visible in the profiles of conditional radial
velocity just above the vortex structure at r  1.2r0 , represented in
Fig. 12. For all groups of events, the profiles consist of a peak
followed by a trough. The amplitude of the peak is very close to that
of the trough for the weakest group of events due to the fact that the
vortex center and stagnation point are aligned in the flow direction.
For the medium- and high-intensity events, however, the peak is
significantly higher than the trough in absolute value. This asymmetry of the profile can help us explain, at least qualitatively, why the
inclined structures generate stronger acoustic waves than the others.
Indeed, coherent structures in high-speed jets generate sound by a
mechanism analogous to that of a wavy surface convected at
a supersonic speed. This wavy-wall analogy can help us provide a
simplified model of the sound generation mechanisms at play by
considering a two-dimensional wall profile based on the variations of
the conditional radial velocity in Fig. 12. In a frame of reference
moving with the structure at a supersonic convection speed, positive
radial velocities, corresponding to positive slopes of the wall, will
lead to overpressures while negative velocities will be associated with
underpressures. As a consequence, the asymmetric profile obtained
for the strongest group of events is likely to generate pressure waveforms with peaks stronger than troughs, thus promoting (for a given
amplitude of the perturbation) the formation of intense, positively
skewed acoustic waves. Despite the coherent structures depicted
earlier in this paper being significantly more complex than a simple
wavy wall and that the choice of considering the velocity profile at
r  1.2r0 is arbitrary, this provides a simple explanation of the
mechanisms by which the geometrical shape of the coherent structures can influence the strength and asymmetry of the Mach waves
they generate.

IV.

Conclusions

In the present study, the generation of steepened Mach waves in the
near-acoustic field of an isothermal Mach 2 jet is investigated by
examining a numerical simulation database obtained using the largeeddy simulation. The pressure fluctuations recorded on a conical
surface located in the near vicinity of the flow and spreading with the
jet are found to display intense acoustic waves with rapid compressions and gradual expansions. The presence of these waves so close
from the turbulent flow indicates that their steepened aspect is due, to
a large extent, to nonlinear mechanisms occurring inside the jet.
Besides, their strong directivities and large wavelengths suggest that
they are a particular, nonlinear case of Mach waves. It is first shown
that the steepened aspect of the waves is directly linked to their

amplitude, which confirms the nonlinearity of the steepening mechanisms involved. Then, the wave-steepening process is investigated
by performing conditional averages triggered by the detection of
intense pressure peaks at different axial locations on the conical
surface. These averages allow us to establish a direct link between
the generation of steepened Mach waves and the supersonic convection of large-scale coherent structures located in the high-speed
supersonic core of the jet. The averages are computed separately for
different groups of events corresponding to different magnitudes of
the trigger pressure peaks. It is first found that the strongest and
weakest waves are generated by coherent structures travelling at very
similar speeds. Thus, the wide range of wave amplitudes and steepening factors measured near the jet is not due to variations of the
convection speed. The strength of the structures, however, plays an
important role because the peak of conditional pressure is linearly
related to the maximum of conditional vorticity. As a result, the most
intense acoustic waves are generated by the strongest coherent structures, which are also those that generate the steepest waves. Finally,
the structures correlated with the strongest trigger peaks are more
inclined than the others with respect to the flow direction. Following
the wavy-wall analogy, the asymmetric shape of these structures causes
the generation of positively skewed Mach waves, which favors their
steepening through nonlinear effects. Therefore, it appears that the
strength and geometrical shapes of the structures are the most important characteristics pertaining to the generation of steepened Mach
waves. These results could help us investigate how noise reduction
devices such as chevrons, nozzle inserts, or microjets act upon the
properties of coherent structures, which could be useful in order to
optimize noise mitigation strategies.
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